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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we construct a class of maximal subgroups in special inear, 
symplectic, and orthogonal groups over finite fields using Seitz’ result [7]. 
Let G = G(q) be a finite Chevalley group over a finite field Fq and let 
(G, B, N, W, R) be its split BN-pair, where B = UH, U = nIasd+ X, and X, 
(CCE d,) are the root subgroups corresponding to the positive roots. Let 
I= {A,, A* )...) dk} be the set of orbits of ( W, A). We want to determine the 
maximal subgroups in G(q) containing the monomial subgroup N. Assume 
that Z=Z, uZ, (I, nZ,= @). Put 
We call {I,, Z, > a maximal partition of Z, if G’I’~ is a proper subgroup in 
G(q) and G’;‘;=G(q) for any partition {I;, I;} = {Ii u {Aj}, Z,\{Aj}), 
where A,E I,. 
The following lemma is clear. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2) and G(q) # ‘G2(q). Then G “I2 is a maximal subgroup in G(q) 
containing the monomial subgroup N if and only if {I,, I, } is a maximal par- 
tition sf I. 
Proqf: Sufficiency. Suppose that (Ii, I, } is a maximal partition of 
I= (A ,,..., A, }. Then G”” is a proper subgroup in G(q). If there is another 
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subgroup M 2 G”‘*. Then M= M,N,(H) by c71, where 
MO= (MnXX,IcteA). Since N,(H) =N (see 2.3 of [7]) and 
Mz GIlI 2 N, N,(H) = N. For any root subgroup X, of a Chevalley 
group G(q) we have A’, 2; r;,’ z Z,O ... @Z,. Therefore its Frattini sub- 
group @(X,) = 1. Thus A4 $ GIlI implies that there is some Aj~ Z, and 
some y E Aj such that M n X, = X,. For any y’ E Aj there is w E W such that 
X,, = “X,. There?‘ore M 2 X,. for M 2 N, and so A4 n AT,, = X,, for any 
Y’E Aj. Thus for (I’,, I;} = {Zi u {Ai}, Z2\{Aj}} we see that 
M= &I’; = G(q). 
This proves that G’1’2 is a maximal subgroup in G(q). 
Necessary. Suppose that G’ is a maximal subgroup in G(q) containing 
N. By [7] we have G’ = (G’ n X, 1 CI E A ) N, where 
(G’nX,IaEA)=(X,,aEA, (A,EZ~,Z,CZ)). 
Then { II7 Z2 > = {II9 WI > is a partition of I. For any Aj~ Z2 put 
l;=Z,u {A,}, Iz=Z,\{Aj}. Then G 4’; # G’. Otherwise, G’ n X, = A’, con- 
tradicts G’ n X, = 1 for y E Aj. So we get G “1’; = G(q) by the maximality of 
G’. This is, {I,, Z, } is a maximal partition of I. 1 
II. SPECIAL LINEAR GROUP S&(q) 
S&(q) is a universal Chevalley group of type A, _, over F,. Its Weyl 
group W is isomorphic to the permutation group 
S,=(Pi,i+,ll<i<n-l). The root subgroup X,={l+aeiiIa~Fy}, 
where eq is the matrix having the entry 1 in the ith row and the jth column 
and O’s elsewhere. The action of a permutation P, on the root subgroup is 
to exchange the ith row for the jth row and the ith column for the jth 
column, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Then the monomial subgroup N is the only maximal subgroup 
containing N. 
Proof Put C= {X,li#j, i,j=l,...,n}. We see that (W,A)z(S,,z) by 
[6]. We can show that S, acts transitively on z. In fact, every root sub- 
group X, can be translated to the neighbouring positions (except for the 
main diagonal) under the action of S,. For example, 
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i> l,j#i- 1: 
i> l,j= i- 1: 
i<n,j#i+ 1: 
i<n,j=i+ 1: 
j> 1, i#j- 1: 
j> 1, i=j- 1: 
j<n, i#j+ 1: 
j<n, i=j+ 1: 
P r-l,iXiJ=Xi-l,j 
piL 1,i xjj=xi- 1.j 
pi.i+l x~=xi+I,~ 
pi,i+,xij=xi+,,, 
pj- 1,j xij=Xi,j-, 
pj- 1.j X,=Xj,j- 1 
pl,j+ 1 xiJ = xi,,j+ I 
pj,j + 1 xij = xj,~ + 1 * 
Hence the set of orbits of (S,, 2) is Z= {.E}. It is clear that (4, (C} > is the 
only maximal partition of I. It follows from Lemma 1 that N is the only 
maximal subgroup containing N. 1 
III. SYMPLECTIC GROUP Sp,,(q) 
From Theorem 11.3.2 of [ 1 ] we see that PSp,,(q) is isomorphic to the 
Chevalley group C,(q). So the Weyl group W of Spzr(q) and PSp,,(q) is 
W( C,). It follows from 13.3.1 of Cl] that W(C,) is isomorphic to the sub- 
group S’ = {s E Sz, 1 rs = sr > of the Weyl group S,, of A,,- 1, where t is the 
transformation of the system of roots generated by a symmetry of the 
Dynkin diagram of A,,-, . Numbering the rows and columns 
l)...) 1, --I)...) - 1, S&,(q) has the set of root subgroups 
.Z= {X,li#j, i,j= fl,..., fl}. 
Let @ be the system of roots of S,,_, and JI be the fundamental system in 
@. Then (S2,, @) z (Sz,, ,E’). The Dynkin diagram of @ is 
This diagram has the non-trivial symmetry p. From this we can define a 
transformation z of the system of roots such that r(r) = p(r) for all r E n. So 
for the root subgroups corresponding to the fundamental roots we have 
r(Xj,i+l)=X-i-l, -i, i < I, 
(1) 
T(X, -I) = Xl, -I- 
LEMMA 2. The Weyl group of the finite symplectic group Sp2,(q) is 
sL = <p,,p-2,-,, p,,p-,,-2,..., PI-I,,~-I-,+I, p,,-,>. 
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FIGURE 1 
Proof. Let J be an orbit of rr under p. Let W, be the subgroup of Szr 
generated by the elements w, for r E J. Let wi be the longest element of W,, 
which transforms every positive root in aJ into a negative root. By 
Proposition 13.1.2 in [ 1 ] we see that wi E S’, and S’ is generated by the 
elements wd for the different p-orbits of rr. By (1) the r-orbits of C 
corresponding to the different p-orbits J of rr are {X,,, X -2 J,..., {XI-,,,, 
X_,, -,+ 1 }, {X,, -,}. The corresponding subgroups W, are 
(P,,, P-2,--1) ,..., (P,-,,,, P-,,-I,l), (P,,-,), respectively. These sub- 
groups W, are generated by two elements of order 2 or one element of 
order 2, so the longest elements are P,2P-2,p1 ,..., P,-,,,P-I,-,+l, PI,-[, 
respectively. The lemma is proved. 1 
From [S] or Theorem 11.3.2 of [ 11, Sp*,(q) has the root subgroups 
X~,~j,-i={Z+t(e~-eej,~i)lfEF~}, i# u,i,j= +l,..., *I, (I) 
X-j,i= (Z+te-i.iltEF,}, i= +1 +1. - ,.-., - (11) 
Put 
CL = {X,-j,-;, X-i,ili# 3jl i, j= +I,..., +I>. 
Figure 1 gives the distribution of non-zero entries (except for the main 
diagonal) of the matrices belonging to types (I) and (II). 
LEMMA 3. The set of orbits of 27 under the action of S’ is Z = {A,, A, }, 
where A, consists of the root subgroups of type (I) and A, consists of the root 
subgroups of type (II). 
Proof (1) Every root subgroup of type (I) can be translated to the 
neighbouring positions of type (I) under the action of S’. For Xij,-j,+ 










p ppi-i+l I- I,I x,.--j-,=x; -I,,, -,,-r+,r 
pi,j+lp -r~I,--iX~,~j,~i~X~+l.~,-J, --l-l, 
p,,;+ I p-r- I. -I~, -1, --I= x-i, -/,.jij 
pj- I,JP-I.-jt I Xri,~i,~i=Xi,j~I,~,+I,~i, 
P f- I,,p-js-,+ I Xii,~j,-;=Xji.~.i,-.,’ 
Pi,j.lP~j..l,-jXrj,~~.--I=Xi.j+I,~j--l,-ir 
P,-,xil,-/,-;= xi,-/,/,-i. 
For X-, Pi,,i (0 < i<j$/) we have a result similar to that above. For 
X,, pi.i, _; (0 < i < j 6 I) we have 
i> 1: pi- 1.; Ppi.--i+lx,.-,,, -i=xi-l,-iJ,-i+ 15 
j#i+l: pi,i+lp-i-l,~ixi,-,,,i,-,=xi+1,-,,j,-,-17 
j-c 1: pj,j~Ip~~j~l,-jx~,-j.j,~i~xi,-j~l,j+I,--i~ 
j= I: p~,-,x;,~/,/,~i=x,I,~/,~i, 
j#i+ 1: P,-,,, p~j.~j+lx~,~j,,.-;=xi,~j+l,,-I,~i. 
For X- ;.,. -,.; (0 < i <j < 1) we have a result similar to that above. 
(2) Every root subgroup of type (II) can be translated to the 
neighbouring positions of type (II) under the action of S’. For Xi.-i 
(i= l,..., I) we have 
j> 1: pj-l.jp-j,-j+*xj,-j=xJ-I,-j+l~ 
.i<l: pjT,+I P~j~l,-,Xj,~j=X,+l,~j~l, 
j= I: p,,..,x,,-,=x-u. 
For X-,.; (i= l,..., f) we have a similar result. 
(3) It is not difficult to see that the root subgroups of type (I) cannot 
be translated to be of type (II), and conversely. 1 
By Lemma 3 we see that there are only two maximal partitions 
({A, 1, {A211 and {{A2jT {AI)) forth e set of orbits of (S’, 2’). Therefore 
we obtain the following theorem from Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Then the maximal subgroups of Sp*,(q) containing N are 
G,=(X,IX,EA,)NandGz=(X,I X,~A~)N,whereNisthemonomial 
subgroup of Spdq). 
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IV. ORTHOGONAL GROUP Q2,+ l(q,fs) 
We know that PQ,!+,(q,f,) (where fa is the quadratic form 
x:+x,x-, + ... +X,X-,) is isomorphic to the Chevalley group B,(q). So 
the Weyl group W of PQ2,+,(q,fB) and Q2,+,(q,fB) is W(B,). It follows 
from 13.3.1 of [l] that W(B,) is isomorphic to the subgroup 
s’= {SE&,+, 1 sr = rs) of the Weyl group Szr+ , of A,,, where r is the 
transformation of the system of roots generated by a symmetry of the 
Dynkin diagram of A,,. Numbering the rows and columns l,..., 
1, 0, - I)...) - 1, SL,,, ,(q) has the set of root subgroups 
z= {X,Ii#j,i,j=O, fl)...) +I}. 
Let @ be the system of roots of S,,+ , and rt be the fundamental system in 
@. Then (S,,+,, @)=(S2,+ly Z). The Dynkin diagram of @ is 
P 
This diagram has the non-trivial symmetry p. From this we can define a 
transformation z of the system of roots such that r(r) = p(r) for all r E rr. So 
for the root subgroups corresponding to the fundamental roots we have 
t(Xi,i+I)=X--i--l,pi, i-cl 
r(X,lJ) = xcl, -I’ 
We have the following lemma, which is similar to Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. S* = (P,2P-2,-,, P2,P--3,-2 ,..., P,P,,-,). 
From [5] or Theorem 11.3.2 of [l], Sz 2,+ ,(q,fB) has the root subgroups 
Xij,-j.-i' {Z+t(e,-ee,j,-i)ItEFy}, if +J;i,j= )l)...) *I, (I) 
X,v,-i= {I+ t(2e,o- eo,~r)-t2e,,_iltEF,}, i= *l,..., fl. (11) 
Put 
Figure 2 gives the distribution of non-zero entries (except for the main 
diagonal) of the matrices belonging to types (I) and (II). 
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Lemma 3 is also valid for Q,,, ,(q,fs). From this we get 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that q is odd and q > 11 (or q is a suitably large 
power of 2). Then the maximal subgroups of Q,,, I(q, fB) containing N are 
G,=(X,IX,EA,)NandG,=(X,IX,EAz)N, where Nis themonomial 
subgroup ofQ2,+,(q,fd 
Note. The maximal subgroups constructed here do not belong to 
[24], because any subgroup containing the monomial subgroup N cannot 
be a stabilizer of any sets of subspaces. 
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